Timeline for Implementation

Fall, 2013  
Agreement on Passport Tracking System

Jan, 2014  
A. Passport Institutions identify students who completed Passport Block between Jan 1, 2013 and Jan 1, 2014  
B. Passport Central Data Repository advises Passport institutions of specific methods for submitting Passport Tracking Reports  
C. Passport institutions receive materials to use for informing students about the Passport

July, 2014  
Passport institutions identify students who completed Passport Block since Jan 1, 2014

Nov, 2014  
Passport institutions submit Passport Tracking Reports to Central Data Repository

(Report students who completed Passport Block between Jan 1, 2013 and the end of the 2013-2014 academic year)

Spring, 2015  
Passport Review Board meets to:  
A. Evaluate applications from institutions seeking to join the Passport Initiative  
B. Evaluate the operation of the Passport Tracking System  
C. Provide action items to the Passport team.

July, 2015  
A. Passport institutions identify students who completed Passport Block during 2014-2015 academic year  
B. Passport Central Data Repository distributes Passport Tracking Report to Passport Sending Institutions
COMPLETION OF THE FIRST CYCLE OF THE PASSPORT TRACKING SYSTEM

**Nov, 2015**  
Passport institutions submit Passport Tracking Report for 2014-2015 academic year to Central Data Repository

**Spring, 2016**  
Passport Review Board meets to

A. Evaluate applications from institutions seeking to join the Passport Initiative  
B. Evaluate the operation of the Passport Tracking System  
C. Provide action items to the Passport team.